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BACKGROUND Adult long QT syndrome (LQTS) patients have
inadequate corrected QT interval (QTc) shortening and an abnormal
T-wave response to the sudden heart rate acceleration provoked by
standing. In adults, this knowledge can be used to aid an LQTS
diagnosis and, possibly, for risk stratification. However, data on
the diagnostic value of the standing test in children are currently
limited.

OBJECTIVE To determine the potential value of the standing test
to aid LQTS diagnostics in children.

METHODS In a prospective cohort including children (�18 years)
who had a standing test, comprehensive analyses were performed
including manual and automated QT interval assessments and deter-
mination of T-wave morphology changes.

RESULTS We included 47 LQTS children and 86 control children. At
baseline, the QTc that identified LQTS children with a 90% sensi-
tivity was 435 ms, which yielded a 65% specificity. A QTc � 490
ms after standing only slightly increased sensitivity (91%, 95%
confidence interval [CI]: 80%–98%) and slightly decreased speci-
ficity (58%, 95% CI: 47%–70%). Sensitivity increased slightly
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more when T-wave abnormalities were present (94%, 95% CI:
82%–99%; specificity 53%, 95% CI: 42%–65%). When a baseline
QTc � 440 ms was accompanied by a QTc � 490 ms and T-wave ab-
normalities after standing, sensitivity further increased (96%, 95%
CI: 85%–99%) at the expense of a further specificity decrease (41%,
95% CI: 30%–52%). Beat-to-beat analysis showed that 30 seconds
after standing, LQTS children had a greater increase in heart rate
compared to controls, which was more evidently present in LQTS
boys and LQTS type 1 children.

CONCLUSION In children, the standing test has limited additive
diagnostic value for LQTS over a baseline electrocardiogram, while
T-wave abnormalities after standing also have limited additional
value. The standing test for LQTS should only be used with caution
in children.
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Introduction
Congenital long QT syndrome (LQTS) is an inherited cardiac
arrhythmia disorder associated with malignant ventricular ar-
rhythmias, especially in the young. The hallmark of an LQTS
diagnosis is a QT interval prolongation corrected for heart
rate (QTc) on a 12-lead electrocardiography (ECG) at rest.1

Besides QTc prolongation, LQTS can also be diagnosed by
the presence of clinical and other LQTS-associated features
or a confirmed pathogenic genetic variant.1 These 3 elements
in an LQTS diagnosis are hampered by clinical challenges.
LQTS patients can have a borderline prolonged or even
normal resting QTc,2 which implies a considerable QTc
overlap between affected and unaffected individuals.3

Furthermore, interpretation of symptoms as either benign
or malignant can be difficult.4,5 Additionally, distinguishing
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KEY FINDINGS

- Long QT syndrome (LQTS) can be a challenging diag-
nosis when based on corrected QT interval (QTc) prolon-
gation, the presence of clinical and other LQTS-
associated features, or a confirmed pathogenic genetic
variant alone. As a consequence, additional tests have
been developed to improve diagnostic accuracy.

- In adult LQTS patients an inadequate QTc shortening
and abnormal T-wave response to the sudden heart
rate acceleration provoked by standing was found. In
adults this knowledge base can be used to aid an
LQTS diagnosis and, possibly, for risk stratification.
However, data on the diagnostic value of the standing
test in children are currently limited.

- We show that in our prospective cohort of children sus-
pected for LQTS, an LQTS diagnosis can be based on a
QTc during QT stretching (ie, at the incidence where
the T-wave end is closest to the next P wave) of �490
ms with a high sensitivity and acceptable specificity,
and that the diagnosis canbemadewithmore confidence
when QTc prolongation is accompanied by T-wave abnor-
malities (ie, notched, biphasic, and flat T waves).

- However, in general, the standing test had only slight
additional value as a screening test for LQTS or in the
discrimination between (borderline) LQTS patients
and healthy children when compared to a QTc of 440
ms on a standard resting electrocardiogram.

- Beat-to-beat analysis showed that 30 seconds after
standing, LQTS children had a greater increase in heart
rate compared to controls, which was more evidently
present in LQTS boys and LQTS type 1 children, support-
ing a potential value in analyzing beat-to-beat heart
rate and QT interval dynamics during the standing
test for risk stratification of LQTS children.

- Diagnosing or refuting LQTS can be a delicate issue,
especially in children. Owing to the difficulties appar-
ently associated with interpreting a standing test in
children, we would advocate its current use in expert
centers to be able to gain more insights before more
widespread use.
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pathogenic variants from innocuous rare variants can be very
complex, especially in the current era of DNA panels
and whole-genome sequencing,6 while in one-fourth of clin-
ically diagnosed LQTS patients no LQTS mutation is
uncovered.7

As a consequence, diagnosing LQTS remains challenging
and additional tests have been developed to improve diag-
nostic accuracy. This includes QTc measurements during
the recovery phase of exercise8,9 and during epinephrine
infusion.10,11 In addition, a “standing test” was developed
that showed that adult LQTS patients with intermediate
QTc at baseline had an impaired QT interval shortening in
response to the brief tachycardia provoked by standing
compared to controls.12 Moreover, their QTc remained
prolonged even after the heart rate returned to baseline
conditions,13 while simultaneously, abnormal T waves
were observed after standing, all with added value for
diagnosing LQTS.14

Because LQTS can result in severe arrhythmic events in
children,15 diagnostic tests to evaluate repolarization reserve
in children in addition to a resting ECG would be helpful.
Moreover, (near) syncope in children—particularly peripub-
erty—is a rather often-occurring event.16 Although vasovagal
syncope is its dominant cause (which can also occur in LQTS
children), many children are referred for further analyses to
exclude LQTS. In this respect, it is important to note that chil-
dren have higher heart rates during resting conditions and
more pronounced reflex tachycardia compared to adults.17

In healthy children, the QTc prolongation after standing is
also more pronounced than in healthy adults.18 Therefore, us-
ing adult cut-off values for children may yield false-positive
results with the risk of an incorrect LQTS diagnosis and over-
treatment. Furthermore, there are currently no data on T-wave
morphology changes provoked by standing in children. Here
we aimed to evaluate the diagnostic value of the standing test
for an LQTS diagnosis in children. In particular, we recapitu-
lated all the methods previously shown in separate papers to
be of diagnostic value in LQTS adults.12–14
Methods
We performed a prospective cohort study from January 2009
until September 2018. All children aged �18 years with an
available standing test in the Amsterdam UMC, The
Netherlands, were included. The children received a standing
test as part of regular care either (1) for family screening in
case of familial LQTS or sudden cardiac death in the family,
or (2) because of symptoms, often in combination with a
prolonged or high-normal QTc.

The study was approved by the Academic Medical Center
Review Board and informed consent of the subjects was
waived as this study used data from regular care. The
research reported in this paper adhered to Helsinki Declara-
tion as revised in 2013.

Data collection and measurements

ECGs and additional data
In all controls (healthy children after evaluation or genotype-
negative family members of genotype-positive LQTS
patients) and confirmed LQTS children (including a patho-
genic variant in KCNQ1, KCNH2, or SCN5A), the standing
test ECG was evaluated. The standing test was performed
as described previously.12–14 In brief, children rested
supine for several minutes before a continuous 5-minute
ECG-recording was started where the children remained
supine for 2 minutes and were then asked to stand up and
stay standing for the remaining minutes. The original study



Table 1 Baseline characteristics and manual electrocardiogram measurements

Control n586 LQTS n547 P value

Age, years 10 (7–14) 12 (8–15) 1.000
Girls 39 (45%) 29 (62%) .630
Presentation .079
Family screening 47 (55%) 38 (81%)
Family SCD 8 (9%) 0 (0%)
Near-drowning/OHCA/ACA 1 (1%) 0 (0%)
Other 30 (35%) 9 (19%)

Symptomatic at presentation 1 (1%) 3 (6%) 1.000
BB therapy 1 (1%) 9 (19%) .003
Supine position†

HRbaseline, bpm 81 (6 15) 73 (6 16) .062
QTbaseline, ms 367 (6 34) 429 (6 58) ,.001
QTcbaseline, ms 421 (6 29) 466 (6 36) ,.001

Standing position†

HRmaxHR, bpm 112 (6 15) 100 (6 17) ,.001
QTmaxHR, ms 360 (6 34) 421 (6 60) ,.001
QTcmaxHR, ms 489 (6 37) 537 (6 51) ,.001
HRstretch, bpm 110 (6 15) 99 (6 17) .001
QTstretch, ms 363 (6 36) 429 (6 62) ,.001
QTcstretch, ms 489 (6 42) 544 (6 56) ,.001
QTreturn, ms 371 (6 39) 450 (6 74) ,.001
QTcreturn, ms 429 (6 38) 492 (6 60) ,.001

Response to standing†

Time to maximal tachycardia, s 11 (9–14) 11 (10–13) 1.000
Time to maximal QT stretching, s 11 (9–14) 10 (9–12) 1.000
Time to return to baseline, s 21 (18–27) 20 (19–29) 1.000
DHR during maximal tachycardia,
bpm

32 (6 11) 27 (6 9) .031

DQT during maximal tachycardia, ms -9 (6 22) -8 (6 30) 1.000
DQTc during maximal tachycardia, ms 67 (6 41) 71 (6 47) 1.000
DHR during maximal QT stretching,
bpm

31 (6 11) 26 (6 9) .038

DQT during maximal QT stretching, ms -7 (6 21) 0 (6 39) 1.000
DQTc during maximal QT stretching,
ms

67 (6 43) 78 (6 54) 1.000

DQT upon return to baseline HR, ms 5 (6 28) 22 (6 47) .140
DQTc upon return to baseline HR, ms 8 (6 31) 26 (6 50) .120

ACA 5 aborted cardiac arrest; BB 5 beta-blocker; bpm 5 beats per minute; HR 5 heart rate; OHCA 5 out-of-hospital cardiac arrest; QTc 5 corrected QT
interval; SCD 5 sudden cardiac death.
†P value , .002 is statistically significant and presented in bold.
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of Viskin and colleagues12 initially used a longer standing
phase of 5 minutes. However, from data of that same group
we have learned that the heart rate returns to baseline at
approximately 30 seconds after standing. Therefore, 3 mi-
nutes is sufficient for measurements in steady state and this
duration was also more preferable for the children.

As this was a prospective cohort study including
standing tests as an initial evaluation tool in addition to a
standard ECG, medical history, etc, many children ulti-
mately did not receive an LQTS diagnosis. The results of
these children, which also include possible LQTS (pro-
longed QTc and/or positive epinephrine test without a
confirmed pathogenic variant, family members of
genotype-elusive LQTS patients, suspected family history
for LQTS) and other children (screening for aborted
cardiac arrest or sudden cardiac death in the family,
idiopathic ventricular fibrillation, cardiomyopathies,
polymorphisms, Brugada syndrome) are described in
Supplemental Table S1.
Manual measurements
All standing test ECGs, paper or digitally obtained, were
manually analyzed, consistent with previous studies.12–14

The first 5 seconds after standing were excluded, as
artefacts prohibited QT interval analysis. One reader (S.V.),
blinded to patient characteristics, measured the QT interval
and the preceding R-R interval at 4 periods: (1) baseline;
supine before standing where the R-R interval corresponds
with the longest R-R interval after standing, (2) maximal
tachycardia; maximal sinus rate in response to standing,
(3) maximal QT stretching; after standing at the point the T
wave approaches nearest to the subsequent P wave, and (4)
return to baseline; maximal sinus bradycardia while
standing. In order to find matching R-R intervals in supine
and standing position, the complex with the longest R-R
interval within 30 seconds after standing (period 4) was
used to find a corresponding R-R interval (6 40 ms) for
the baseline measurements (period 1). This maneuver
precludes excluding period 4 when the heart rate after



Table 2 Diagnostic value of QTc eventual accompanied T-wave abnormalities during the standing test

AUC 95% CI Cut-off @ 90% sensitivity Specificity

QTcbaseline 0.85 0.78-0.92 435 65%
QTcmaxHR 0.79 0.70-0.88 476 40%
QTcstretch 0.80 0.72-0.89 490 62%
QTcreturn 0.82 0.73-0.89 420 44%

AUC 95% CI Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI)

QTcbaseline �440 ms 0.73 0.65-0.81 77% (62%–88%) 70% (59%–79%)
QTcbaseline �440 ms with abnormal
T-waves†

0.73 0.65-0.82 77% (62%–88%) 70% (59%–79%)

QTcstretch �490 ms 0.75 0.68-0.82 91% (80%–98%) 58% (47%–70%)
QTcstretch �490 ms with abnormal
T-waves‡

0.73 0.67-0.80 94% (82%–99%) 53% (42%–65%)

QTcbaseline �440 ms and QTcstretch �490
ms

0.69 0.62-0.78 94% (82%–99%) 44% (33%–56%)

QTcbaseline �440 ms and QTcstretch �490
ms with abnormal T-wavesx

0.68 0.62-0.74 96% (85%–99%) 41% (30%–52%)

AUC 5 area under the curve; CI 5 confidence interval.
†Abnormal T waves include broad, notched, and late-onset T-waves in V4–V6.
‡Abnormal T waves include notched, biphasic, and flat T-waves in V4–V6.
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standing did not return to the initially selected baseline
conditions and is a slight deviation of protocol compared to
previous studies.12,13

At all periods, the QT interval was determined using the
tangent method3 and was corrected for heart rate using
Bazett.19 All QT intervals were measured in 1 lead,
preferably in lead II or V5.

T-wave morphology assessment was performed at the 4
periods in 4 different lead groups—(1) II, III, and aVF; (2)
V1–V3; (3) V4–V6; and (4) I and aVL—and was classified
as described previously14 (Supplemental Figure S1).

Automated measurements
To study the dynamic response of the QT interval to the
abrupt change in heart rate in more detail, all digitally
available standing tests were analyzed beat-to-beat using
custom-made software in MATLAB (2018a; MathWorks,
Natick, MA). R peaks, QRS onset, and T-wave end were de-
tected using our previously described QT interval algorithm,
modified to be used for a single ECG lead to make it more
consistent to the manual assessment.20 To compare
automated measurements to manual measurements, single
complexes were chosen based on the same definitions as
the manual measurements: (1) baseline, (2) maximal tachy-
cardia, (3) maximal QT stretching, and (4) return to baseline.
Furthermore, a moving average filter with a 15-second win-
dow with 5-second overlap was applied to the beat-to-beat
QT and R-R intervals for every subject. Then, the median
(as well as the first and third quartiles) dynamic behaviors
of these moving average intervals were calculated.

Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed with R version 3.4.3 (The Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Baseline and
ECG characteristics are presented as numbers (percentage,
%) for categorical variables and mean (6 standard deviation)
or median (interquartiles) for continuous variables, stratified
by group. Differences between groups were tested using a c2

test for categorical variables and a t test or Mann-Whitney
U test for continuous variables as appropriate.

To test the diagnostic value of the standing test for an LQTS
diagnosis, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve ana-
lyses were used to calculate the area under the curve (AUC)
and to evaluate the specificity at a predefined sensitivity of
90% (similar to earlier studies).12,13 DeLong’s method21 was
used to calculate the 95% confidence interval (CI) around the
AUC and to compare ROC curves. A logistic-regression anal-
ysis was used to determine whether T-wave morphology
changes add to diagnostic value by establishing odds ratios.

Sensitivity analyses were performed by excluding (1) all
children using beta-blocker therapy and (2) all LQTS
children with obvious QTc prolongation (�480 ms)3 at base-
line, because additional tests can be considered superfluous
for these individuals.

Sampling uncertainty was quantified with 95% CI and
P values , .05 were considered statistically significant.

Results
Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the included 86
controls and 47 LQTS children (26 LQTS type 1, 19 LQTS
type 2, 2 LQTS type 3). Both groups were of similar age
and showed no statistical difference as to sex (P 5 .630),
reason for genetic testing (P 5 .079), or symptoms
(P5 1.000). There was a difference in the number of children
that were on beta-blockers (P5 .003). There was one control
individual on beta-blockers for hypertension.

Manual measurements
Table 1 shows the results for the manual measurements. As
expected, LQTS children had a longer QT interval and QTc
at baseline compared to controls (P , .001 for both). The
QT interval and QTc difference remained present during



Figure 1 Partition of T waves at baseline and in response to standing (ie, during maximal QT stretching, and return to baseline) into “normal” and “abnormal”
response in controls and long QT syndrome children for 4 different lead groups.

Figure 2 Distribution of long QT syndrome (LQTS) children and controls according to corrected QT (QTc) and T-wave morphology in leads V4–V6. Top:All
LQTS children and controls. Bottom: Children without an obvious QTc prolongation at baseline (eg,,480 ms, LQTS children n5 33 and control n5 84). At
baseline, abnormal QTc (denoted as QTc1), defined as�440 ms, and abnormal T waves (denoted as T-wave1) include broad, notched, and late-onset T waves.
During maximal QT stretching, the respective abnormal values are QTc �490 ms and “abnormal T-wave response to standing” as defined in the text.
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Figure 3 Standing test dynamics. Left:Median and interquartile range of absolute QT interval, corrected QT interval (QTc), and heart rate (HR) of controls
(blue) and long QT syndrome (LQTS) children (orange). Right: Relative change of QT interval, QTc, and HR to baseline values. Transition from supine to
standing is indicated by the black solid line.
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standing without a difference in the response to standing be-
tween groups. Consequently, the ROC curves demonstrate an
AUC of 0.85 (95% CI 0.78–0.92) for baseline QTc, but did
not show a significant incremental diagnostic value for
QTc during maximal tachycardia, QT stretching, or return
to baseline (Table 2). The baseline QTc identifying LQTS pa-
tients with 90% sensitivity was 435 ms, with 65% specificity.
There were no genotype differences in the response to stand-
ing (data not shown), and the inter- and intra-reader validity
of the manual measurements was good to excellent for all
parameters (Supplemental Table S2).

T-wave morphology was not statistically different be-
tween LQTS children and controls at baseline (lead group
1, P 5 .69; lead group 2, P 5 .79; lead group 3, P 5 .74;
lead group 4, P 5 1.00). However, in response to standing,
differences in T-wave patterns between LQTS children and
controls arose, especially at QT stretching in lead group 3
(V4–V6, P 5 .01) and lead group 4 (I and aVL, P 5 .01)
(Supplemental Figure S2). Specifically, among controls, T-
wave morphology was normal in w97% in lead group 3 at
baseline and remained normal in .70% after standing. In
contrast, among LQTS children, the percentage of normal
T-wave morphologies decreased from 89% at baseline to
53% after standing. At QT stretching, T-wave morphologies
that best discriminated LQTS children from controls included
notched, biphasic, and flat T waves. Therefore, we



Figure 4 Sex difference in standing test dynamics among 36 boys (25 controls and 11 long QT syndrome [LQTS] children) and 36 girls (18 controls and 18
LQTS children). Median and interquartile ranges of relative changes of QT interval, corrected QT interval (QTc), and heart rate (HR) to baseline for controls
(blue) and LQTS children (orange), stratified for boys (Left column) and girls (Right column). Transition from supine to standing is indicated by the black solid
line.
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reanalyzed our results by grouping these morphologies into a
single category named “abnormal T-wave response to
standing.”

Figure 1 shows the partition of abnormal and normal T-
wave responses. At baseline, there was no significant odds
ratio for LQTS diagnosis based on the presence of abnormal
T waves.22–25 Hence, there was no incremental diagnostic
value of the presence of T-wave abnormalities to a baseline
QTc�440 ms (Table 2). During QT stretching, the odds ratio
improved in lead groups 3 (V4–V6) and 4 (I and aVL) to an
odds ratio of 5.16 (95% CI 2.14–12.43, P , .001) and 2.54
(95% CI 1.22–5.32, P 5 .01), respectively, for an LQTS
diagnosis. Generally, for the assessment of T-wave
morphology, there was a fair-to-moderate inter-reader
validity and a moderate-to-substantial intra-reader validity
(Supplemental Table S3).

The incremental value of T-wave morphology assessment
during QT stretching in leads V4–V6 (ie, lead group 3,
P 5 .02) for an LQTS diagnosis is best appreciated from
Figure 2. Although the percentage of LQTS children with
an abnormal QTc increased from 77% at baseline to 87%
during maximal QT stretching (absolute increment of



Figure 5 Genotype differences in standing test dynamics among 14 long QT syndrome (LQTS) type 1 (LQT-1) and 13 LQTS type 2 (LQT-2) children. The 2
LQTS type 3 children are not shown. Left:Median and interquartile range of absolute QT interval, corrected QT interval (QTc), and heart rate (HR) of controls
(blue), LQT-1 (green), and LQT-2 (yellow). Right: Relative change of QT interval, QTc, and HR to baseline values. Transition from supine to standing is
indicated by the black solid line.
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10%), the percentage of LQTS children who had both
abnormal QTc and abnormal T-wave morphology had an ab-
solute increment of 29% (from 9% at baseline to 38%).
Conversely, the percentage of controls with abnormal results
in both QTc and T-wave morphology increased from 1% at
baseline to only 7% duringmaximal QT stretching. However,
the sensitivity of QTc �490 ms during QT stretching (91%,
95% CI: 80%–98%; specificity 58%, 95% CI: 47%–70%)
only slightly increased when accompanied by T-wave abnor-
malities (to 94%, 95% CI: 82%–99%; specificity 53%, 95%
CI: 42%–65%), as shown in Table 2. This suggests that an
LQTS diagnosis can be based on a QTc during QT stretching
of �490 ms with high sensitivity and acceptable specificity,
but that the diagnosis can be made with more confidence
when QTc prolongation is accompanied by T-wave
abnormalities. Abnormal T waves in the absence of QTc pro-
longation are almost as likely to represent a false-positive as a
true-positive result.

When a baseline QTc �440 ms3 was accompanied by a
QTc �490 ms and T-wave abnormalities during QT stretch-
ing, sensitivity increased to 96% (95% CI: 85%–99%;
specificity 41%, 95% CI: 30%–52%). This indicates a slight
additional value of the standing test as a screening test for
LQTS when compared to a standard resting ECG (Table 2).
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T-wave morphology changes for different LQTS
genotypes are shown in Supplemental Figure S3. T-wave
abnormalities provoked by standing were most helpful for
diagnosing LQTS type 2 using lead group 3 (V4–V6).
Sensitivity analysis manual measurements
Excluding all subjects on beta-blocker therapy or including
only controls and LQTS children with a baseline QTc
,480 ms did not show significant differences between
groups on parameters during standing or response to
standing (data not shown). The incremental value for T-
wave morphology assessment during QT stretching in leads
V4–V6 in the subgroup with baseline QTc ,480 ms was
similar to the group including all LQTS children and controls
(Figure 2).
Automated measurements
A total of 71 children (53%) had an available digital standing
test ECG, including 42 controls and 29 confirmed LQTS chil-
dren (14 LQTS type 1, 13 LQTS type 2, and 2 LQTS type 3).
Baseline characteristics, measurements at standing position,
and responses to standing did not show any major differences
with the total cohort (Supplemental Table S4). The inter-
method validity between the automated and the manual
measurements was good-to-excellent for almost all parame-
ters (Supplemental Table S5).
Response to standing
The beat-to-beat analyses are shown in Figure 3, 4, and 5. At
baseline, LQTS children had longer QT intervals and QTc
with lower heart rates compared to controls. These differ-
ences remained present after standing (Figure 3, left column).
After standing up, LQTS children developed higher heart
rates at about 30 seconds after standing compared to controls.
While there was no difference in QTc adaptation, there was a
decrease in absolute QT interval in LQTS children as a
consequence of their higher heart rate upon standing. This
phenomenon appeared to be more apparent in LQTS boys
(Figure 4, Supplemental Figure S4) and in LQTS type 1 chil-
dren (Figure 5). A sensitivity analysis including only children
without beta-blocker therapy did not change these results
(Supplemental Figures S5–S8).
Discussion
We show that in our prospective cohort of children suspected
for LQTS, an LQTS diagnosis can be based on a QTc during
QT stretching (ie, at the incidence where the T wave end is
closest to the next P wave) of�490 ms with a high sensitivity
and acceptable specificity, and that the diagnosis can be made
with more confidence when QTc prolongation is accompa-
nied by T-wave abnormalities. However, in general, the
standing test had only slight additional value as a screening
test for LQTS or in the discrimination between (borderline)
LQTS patients and healthy children when compared to a
QTc of 440 ms on a standard resting ECG.
Diagnostic value
The normal response to standing is a sudden acceleration of
heart rate with a gradual QT interval shortening. Since the QT
interval adaptation to sudden changes in heart rate is delayed
(“QT hysteresis”), the vagally mediated reflex tachycardia
after standing results in a transient QTc prolongation. This
phenomenon is present in healthy adults,12 but adult LQTS
patients especially fail to shorten their QT interval (impaired
QT adaptation), resulting in longer QTc.12,13 In healthy
children, however, the QT interval barely decreases after
standing compared to healthy adults and, thus, QTc subse-
quently prolongs.18,26 This is mainly owing to the more
important role of heart rate in children compared to adults,17

reflected in a decreased time to maximal heart rate and greater
magnitude of heart rate changes.12,18

In our cohort, control children showed a slight QT interval
shortening (w10 ms) after standing compared to previous
findings in healthy children (w0 ms),18,26 but considerably
less compared to healthy adults (w20 ms).12 The observed
QTc prolongation was mainly dependent on heart rate
changes induced by standing. In LQTS children, there was
a near-equal degree of QT interval shortening, QTc prolonga-
tion, and heart rate change compared to control children.
Hence, the standing test only slightly added diagnostic value
over baseline QTc and therefore this test was not very helpful
in our cohort in discriminating (borderline) LQTS children
and controls, in contrast to its previously shown value in
adults.

T-wave morphologic changes during sudden heart rate
acceleration produced by standing are valuable in an LQTS
diagnosis in adults.14 Similar to LQTS adults,14 the propor-
tion of LQTS children with normal T-wave morphology
decreased tow30% upon standing (adults 27%, in this study
36%), while in controls T-wave morphology remained
normal in .70%. But still, T-wave morphology changes
appear to be of modest additional value for diagnosing
LQTS in children.
Dynamic response to standing
Standing up causes decreased parasympathetic (vagal) activ-
ity owing to a steep fall in blood pressure and a subsequent
heart rate increase within 3 seconds. A more gradual second-
ary heart rate increase, around 5 seconds after stand-up, is
mainly owing to further reflex inhibition of cardiac vagal
tone and increased sympathetic outflow to the sinus node.
In LQTS patients, cardiac events are often elicited by
increased sympathetic activity (ie, swimming/diving or
sudden loud noise)27 and the initiation of these arrhythmias
can be suppressed by beta-adrenergic blocking agents28

and by denervation of the left sympathetic ganglion.29 It is
therefore thought that LQTS patients have an autonomic ner-
vous system imbalance, with a more prominent sympathetic
tonus. It is, however, unclear whether the autonomic balance
at rest or the dynamicity in autonomic activity is more
relevant. We showed that LQTS children had a slightly
more gradual increase in heart rate after standing up
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compared to controls, which can be the result of a more
prominent sympathetic tonus. It is interesting to see that
this phenomenon was more present in boys and LQTS type
1 children, as LQTS type 1 patients typically have cardiac
events during increased sympathetic activity (eg, swimming)
and LQTS type 1 boys have a higher risk during childhood
and earlier onset of cardiac events than LQTS type 1
girls.30–32
Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, as the study was part
of regular care we were hampered with problems of “real-
world data.” Particularly, the number of included children
can be considered limited, and especially analyses regarding
differences between LQTS subtypes were therefore
hampered. However, the principal study of Viskin and
colleagues12 included a similar cohort size (68 LQTS adults
and 82 controls) and did show significant differences
between LQTS adults and controls. Second, standing tests
were not performed by the same investigator at a standard
time of the day, nor were we informed about pretest physical
activity, which could affect heart rate and repolarization,33

although the test was performed in a quiet setting and was
only started after explanation and necessary preparations.
Third, we have no data on the intra-subject variability of
the test, as we did not regularly repeat the test in the same sub-
ject. And fourth, despite our prospective study, a minority of
the LQTS subjects were referred after starting beta-blocker
therapy. Although limited numbers prohibited further ana-
lyses into this matter, it could be that beta-blocker therapy
blunted the results, though there were no indications for
this based on the sensitivity analysis.

Concepts from 3 previous papers on the standing test in
adults were combined in this single pediatric paper. Because
results indicated limited additional value of the standing test
in children over a baseline ECG, this was a negative study.
Thus, it was important to include all parameters important
in the adult studies. To accomplish this, the supplemental
material is rather extensive.
Conclusion
Despite promising results in adults, in children a standing
test does not add significantly to the resting ECG in diag-
nosing LQTS in children. Thus, for children the standing
test should be used with caution. This study does support
further evaluation of a potential value of beat-to-beat heart
rate and QT interval dynamics during the standing test in
LQTS children.
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